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Abstract : We define currents on a Grassmann algebra Gr(N) with N generators as
distributions on its exterior algebra (using the symmetric wedge product). VVe interpret the
currents in terms of /£2-graded Hochscliilc! cohomology and closed currents in terms of cyclic
cocycles (they are particular multilinear forms on GV(A')). An explicit construction of the
vector space of closed currents of degree /> on Gr(N) is given by using Berezin integration.
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1 Introduction
Roughly speaking, De Rham currents are distributions that can be pictured as possi-

bly singular functions with several variables on a manifold. More precisely they extend the
concept of distributions to the case of exterior forms. One can generalize currents to graded-
commutative calculus, i.e., in the simplest case, to Grassmann algebras. The analogy with the
classical situation is useful but can be, at times, confusing, since the space of exterior forms
over a Grassmann algebra in endowed with a symmetric wedge product in contradistinction
with the usual exterior algebra; in particular the dimensionality of this space extends to in-
finity. With this warning in mind one notices that Grassmannian currents, like their classical
counterpart in commutative geometry, i.e. the De Rham currents, and also like submanifolds
may have boundary or not. The space of closed (i.e. without boundary) Grassmanian currents
of degree p over a Grassmann algebra with Ar generators is a finite dimensional 2/2~grafled
vector space.

In this paper, we show that these closed currents are in correspondence with ^2-graded
cyclic recycles over the Grassmann algebra: This is therefore a ^2-graded generalization
of what is already known in the case of manifolds [1, 2]. The situation is actually quite
simple because, in the case of Grassmann algebras, the super-commutative analogue of De
Rham cohomology is trivial. In simple terms we shall determine the dimensionality of the
space of closed currents and express them explicitly in terms of symmetric tensor (over the
Grassnianii algebra) whose Gra.s'sinann divergence is zero. The dimensionality of the space of
cyclic cocycles (for general p) was already known after the work [.•>] and an explicit expression
in the case p — 1 was given for them was given in [3].

Our purpose here is
1) To interpret cyclic cocycles in term of closed Grassmannian currents
2) Build explicitly these objects in terms of symmetric tensors over the Grassmann algebra,
using the Berezin integral.
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2 Differential forms over Grassmann algebras and Grass-
mannian currents

2.1 Classical analogies
/,From the algebraic point of view, it is convenient to consider the Grassmann algebra

Gr(N) with JV generators 0",// € {1,...,JV} as the graded-commutative analogue of the
commutative algebra .A(JV) = 0^(IR") generated by the coordinates xM. Clearly, RN (or
better, .4(JV) at the algebraic level) is the simplest example of a manifold. In the same way,
Cr(N) is the simplest example of a supermanifold.

In a course of elementary differential calculus, after having defined integration over Gt^,
one builds the space ilp = Cf(A(N)) of differential forms of degree p and extend the definition
of the integral to the whole of fi = +pfip. The space of differential forms over RN is built
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as the linear span (real coefficients) of products dx" ...dxp with dx^dx" = —dxvdx>i. Then
one proves a basic tool of calculus, namely the Stokes' theorem that relates the integral of a
differential du) of the form u> over a particular subspace X to the integral of the form u> over
the boundary dX of A'. Finally, one proves the Poincaré Lemma: On Dt^, every closed (i.e.
du) = 0) p-form, p > 0 is exact, (i.e. 3a with u> = dn). Thus, De Rham cohomology of IR^ is
trivial.

Physicists and mathematicians (also ingeneers!) know that, for many applications, one
has to use distributions rather than functions. Usual distributions on BtN are therefore well
known and are properly defined as linear forms over an appropriate class of test functions.
One can generalize this concept, of distributions to forms. Such distributions are usually called
De Rham currents, distributional forms or simply "currents" [6] and are now a classical and
necessary tool of analysis over IRN (or over manifolds). In simple terms, a current is a linear
machine that produces a number out of a p-form. A simple example of a p-current C can be
obtained from any p-dimensiona! submanifold S (more properly from any p-chain) by writing
(C,ut) = fsu). Completely antisymmetric contravariant tensors (so called "p-vectors") also
define currents. Indeed, let C = Da-(A(N)) denote the space of derivations on A(N); elements
of C are vector fields y = \ ' ' ^ r - Let us call C the space of p-vectors, with elements \ =
Y<*i«-''i-gJL./Vgjj5-Ag^ij7. As in the case of forms over A(N), this wedge product of p-vectors is
antisymmetric. Such a p-vect.or defines a p-ciirrent: Let u; = u),lltl2,.,tllldx"' A ( / J M A d.r'1'' Ç fip,
one defines the current Cx associated to \ via the equation

14 tiii. . . , I 1 , iN IOW

(2.2)

One can define a boundary operator i) mapping p-currents to p — 1 as follows

Of course, currents can be closed (i.e. i)C = 0) or not. If we only consider "regular" objects,
we can also associate p-vectors to currents and since we shall only stay at a purely formal
level, i.e. forget about problems of analysis, this is what, we shall do in most of the following
and therefore identify p-currents and p-vectors. If \ denotes a p-vectors with corresponding
current C, we shall call c)\, with components r^-\''"'7 -"'• the (;> - 1 (vector associated with
the current OC. We shall often use the same notation \ or C for both p-vectors and currents.

In classical differential calculus (commutative geometry), the next step is to generalize the
above notions to the case of manifolds. As everybody knows, a new phenomenon appears:
The Poincaré lemma may fail (a form that is closed is no longer necessarily exact!). However,
our aim, in the present article, is to study (some) properties of Grassmann algebras related
to currents and not to study the corresponding properties on arbitrary graded-commutative
algebras. As stressed previously the former are simple graded-commutative analogues of
A(N) = C°°(\RN): They are the simplest "supermanifolds" and, exactly as for RN, De Rham
cohomology is trivial. We can therefore stop here t his paragraph devoted to classical analogies.

Let us stress the fact that the space Cl of exterior forms overlR'' is isomorphic with Gr(N)
is certainly true but can be confusing in the context of the present discussion. Let us repeat
again that the analogy that we use here is between A(N) and Gr(N). We now turn our
attention to the Grassmanian analogue of il, the algebra A of exterior forms over Gr(A^).



2.2 Grassmami algebras (a compendium of basic results and no-
tations)

We summarize here some properties of Grassmann algebras and introduce a few notations
that we shall need in the sequel. More properties can be found in [7] or [4].

A Grassmann algebra Gr(N) can be defined as a (real or complex) unital algebra with
N generators O1,92 ... ,0N satisfying the relations 6^9" + 9"9" = 0 and therefore (0*)2 = 0.
In the following we choose the basic field as the field C of complex numbers. As a vec-
tor space, it has dimension 2N and a possible basis is 9l where / is a multi-index / £
{0, i, ij,..., ij'...p,..., 12 . . . A'} with 1 < i < j < ... < p < N together with the con-
vention 0' = 1 when / = 0. GV(JV) = 0Gr(N) + 1Gr(N) is a graded vector space but also a
graded commutative algebra: Calling aa the intrinsic grade of a (i.e. 0 or 1 on even or odd
product of 0* resp.), we have vu = ( —1)(T«<T» vx\ It is sometimes useful to decompose Gr(N)
as Gr(N) = <S' + Af where Ar denotes the space of nilpotents elements of Gr(N) and to notice
that Af is an ideal in Gr(N). There is a canonical homomorphism r from Gr(N) to (TJ, i.e., a
character, defined by r ( l ) = 1 and r | ^ = 0. An element u € Gr(N) is invertible iff x(u) ^ 0.
In this case, calling ^ y = 1 + x one gets (1 + .r)"1 = 1 + E L I M ) * 2 " * -

The generating system {0") used to define Gr(N) is by no means unique; it is clear that one
can make a change of generating system by using an invertible matrix with scalar coefficients
but we should stress that one can also obtain new generating systems for the algebra Gr(N)
by choosing coefficients in Gr(N) itself rather than in (T. More precisely, one calls a chart (or
frame) on Gr(N) a generating system (»/'')</€{! /v} such that, the T)* are odd and such that
j / 1 ! / 2 . . . i]N ^ 0, one proves that these two conditions imply i)''i]" + rfif = 0. Let then {6} be
a frame of Gr(N), the corresponding Berezin integral is the element of the dual Gr(N)" given

(2.3)
Q0N Q0N-X -Q0I

where a € Gr(N). In other words this Berezin integral is equal to «1,2 AT, the coefficient of
a on the "top element" 0 '0 2 . . . 0N. We haw to stress the fact that the left hand side of the
previous equation is defined by the right hand side; in particular the symbol dg has nothing to
do with a 1-form d9: see section 2.3. If {i)\ is another chart of Gi (N) -that we obtain from
{9} by an invertible matrix with coefficients in 0Gr(N), the corresponding Berezin integral is
defined in the same way but we have the relation

x a

where

(2.4)

(2.5)

The fact that both Berezin integrals associated with charts 9 and rj are related in this way
illustrates another interesting property of Grassmann algebras, namely the fact that the dual
Gr(N)' of Gr(N) is simply generated as a right module over Gr(N), in other words, if
<S> € Gr(AT)" is such that <f>(9l92.. .9N) / 0 then <p generates Gr(AT)', i.e. <j> Gr(N) = Gr(AT)*.
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2.3 Derivations and differential forms over Gr(N)

We call C = Der(Gr(N)) the space of (graded) derivations on Gr(N), i.e. the analogue
of the space of vector fields on QtN. Calling 6 = {d\...,0N} a chart in Gr(N) we notice
that £ is a left (7r(/V)-module (actually a free module) and that {^-,..., ^ ) is a basis of
the module C. In other word, an arbitrary element £ of C can be written £ = a^gf? with
a* € Gr(N). As a vector space, C has a basis {0l jg?} where / is a multi-index (with 2N

possible values) and // € (1,2... ,Af) and it is also a graded vector space: C — 0C® 1C, with
a.g, a v = CXiV(I(I) + 1 mod2. Notice that, in particular, g|j is odd.

In the classical (commutative) case the space of vector fields is not only a v4(Ar)-module
but also a Lie algebra. Here the situation is analogous: £ is a Lie superalgebra for the bracket
[£,»»] = Ol - (-l)ff«ff* Vi and, in particular ^ 7 & + J ^ = 0.

We call C the dual of C on Gr(N) and denote by d9* the elements of C defined by
< d6»,Ç >= (-I)^Z(O"), in particular < dO",-^ >= -h». An arbitrary element A of C is
an arbitrary linear combination of the O1(W". For an arbitrary element a € Gr(N), one defines
the d operator a-s da = (W"-^a £ C". Notice that C is also a left. 6V(W)-InOdUIe. C is also
a graded vector space and we define ff^ijgi') = c<ird(I) mod2. Notice that this definition of
the grading makes the d0\ even as we shall discuss it now.

We now call A* = Ak(C,Gr(N)) the space of 6V(Af)-VaIuWl, graded alternate Gr(N)-
linear A.--forms over C. Notice that A1 = C. Elements of A = 522° A* c a n ^e multiplied and
A becomes the Grassmann analogue of the usual algebra of exterior forms in IR . This space
can also be considered as the exterior algebra over C but the wedge product, between 1-forms
is now symmetric. Actually this is quite natural: 1-forms anti-commute in commutative
geometry but they commute in anti-commutative geometry! In other words (and in practice)
it is enough to remember that d is odd, as well as the 0's so that d0 is even and we can use the
usual Milnor'sign rule. To avoid confusion, we denote this product 'V' in the sequel, and write
for instance dO» V (W - dO" V dO" There is a only one d operator of square 0 that extends the
d of the one-forms to the whole of A and this space becomes then a .^-graded and bigraded
differential algebra (the bigrading is with respect, to IN). Indeed, an arbitrary element of A*
can be written A = V . . . V dOilk where A,, is a covariant (down indices)
symmetric tensor with coefficients in Gr(N), therefore A111112...,,, = TIi ^lW2...nk^' where 61 is
a multi index. Each single term of this last sum is of the kind A^1;;,'.'.̂ O'1 .. .0''' and this is
why we have an IN-bigrading (k,p). Because of the commutativity between the d8 themselves,
graded commutativity of the wedge product depends only the 2Z^ grading pmod2. One can
also introduce an interior product and a Lie derivative in A but we shall not use those concepts
and we refer to [8] and [4] for more details. What is important, for us is that d — dO"-^;
therefore, the above notation we can write w = c/A with

1
v do""

and

0 IMM2- ••!'*]

(2.6)

(2.7)



where the symbols [...] denote complete symmetrization and where

^oW.. .*= E Ec-O^'Aiv:::--1'^1...«••...«•' (2.8)

As usual, the hat on O1' means that this factor has been omitted in the product. Notice i
that because of the symmetry properties of the V product, the family dOm V . . . V d$l'k is a
generating family for vectors, but is not a basis of A*, unless we impose an ordering constraint n
like /*, < //2 5- • • • ^ t'k (this >s analogous to the situation prevailing in the case of usual s
exterior forms). ,

At the dual level, currents - that we take as p-vectors - will also be represented by con- <-
travariant (up-indices) symmetric tensors with coefficients in Gr(N), i.e. <j> = <j>t"-"*dm V
. . . V 0pt. The pairing between p-vectors and /(-forms is given by

-"*A#II...w (2-9) „ ,

A well known result of elementary tensorial calculus (or of quantum mechanics of systems
with identical bosonic particles) tell us that the space of symmetric tensors of order p built
on a vector space of dimension A: has dimension (^+ p_, , but in the present case, the coeffi-
cients belong to the Grassmann algebra Gr(N), itself of dimension 2N, therefore the space of
differential forms over Gr(N) has dimension (lim(\p(C,Gr(N)) = 2Ar(7^f+p_I. Notice that, in
contrast with the case of usual exterior forms over fRN or over a finite dimensional manifold,
the space of all such forms (direct, sum of all spaces Ap for all values of p) is infinite dimensional I .
since dim(Ap) grows with /). ,

The pairing between contravariant and covariant symmetric Gr(N)-valued tensors (i.e.
currents and forms) enables one to define a boundary operator 0 already mentioned before.
Writing (Oi/>,X) = (tj>,(IX) for a /«-vector t/> and a (p — 1 )-fonn X leads to

N
Q1I,,.,...»,-1 _ NPfl^JIH...!.,.-! (2.10)

J=I

where "*" denotes the involution of Gr(N) associated with the /Z? grading, i.e. a change
of sign in front of odd monomials (for instance if a = 203 + SO1O2 - O1O2O3 then à = -20 3 +

Notice that a CiV(AT)-valued contravariant tensor ^'"••••'i' defines a Gr(A^)-VaIuCd differ-
ential operator of degree p, namely Pé = (f)"'"2 "''''Of11O112... dU), where the product of symbols „
is now just the composition law O111On --.0^, but as O11O1, — -O11O11,, Pj, is identically zero rQ

when (j> is symmetric. In what follow, we will use p
-vectors (j> = ft" "''''O111 V.. . V#(ll, with a symmetric wedge product V. Differential operators ]S

and p-vector coincide only when p = 1. In that case, the quantity 0<j>, which is the boundary of f
<f>, can also be called the (graded) divergence of the operator P^ with, of course, d<j> = DIv(Pj,). \
This identification is used, for instance in [3].

The last thing to study in this paragraph is the Grassmann analogue of De Rham co-
homology of differential forms (or Grassmann homology of currents). Let us denote by yty

•5



ZP
DR = {« € A'.dw = 0}, B'DR = [u € A',w = <ty} and HP

DR = ZP
DR/BP

DR. One can
1 prove that this cohomology is trivial: IIDR = 0. Indeed one can construct (see for instance

[4]) an operator h from Ap to Ap~' such that dk + hd = 1, therefore, given a closed form
w, one defines tj> — hu> and shows that ui is exact (w = dtp) by using the previous relation

; ' between d and h. From this point of view, Grassmann algebras are topologically trivial (as
1 their "commutative"counterpart): The Poincaré lemma holds.

Before ending this paragraph, let us remark that the symbol dg appearing in the Berezin
" - integral should not be considered as a shorthand for d0l V dO2 . . . V d0N, at least not with the

•' symmetric product V, as defined above, in mind. Indeed the law of change of variables in the
1 Berezin integral shows that this integral should be transformed by a global —1 multiplicative
1 constant upon a parity-odd change of chart such that

{0iyy,...,0N} —• {P,0\P,...,$"} (2.11)

and this is clearly incompatible with a symmetric wedge product. One possibility is to intro-
duce a new (antisymmetric) product - that one would call "." rather than "V"- between the
«W's, just for the sake of making the notation / f(0) <IO compatible with the law of change
of variables. Another possibility is to refrain from writing a Grassmanian volume element in

1 Berezin integrals, but this notation is now quite popular . . . Let us only remember that the
"natural" product between rftf's is the symmetric one and that it is that one that we have
been using and shall use in the following, even if we do not. write explicitly the wedge symbol.

' Actually, Berezin himself, in his book [7] does not. use the symbols d0l in his integrals but the
symbol dg, and warns the reader (footnote page 76) that he should not confuse the dg, with

' the differential dO': it is his notation that we have chooseu, and we will write for the volume
element:

<#=</,.*/*...</,* (2.12)
C.

3 Hochschild and cyclic cohomologies for Grassmann
algebras

3.1 Hochschild cohomology
The definition of Hochschild cohomology of an arbitrary non-commutative algebra A with

values in the bimodule A' -its dual- can be found, for instance in [I]. The Hochschild p-
cochains can be taken, in the present, case, as arbitrary complex-valued (p+ l)-linear forms
over Gr(N). Their space will be denoted by C. Notice that this space is naturally .^-graded
(C = 0C" $ 1 C ) and that dim C" = (2*)"+1 = 2N<"+1) with Jim °CP = dim 1 C = 2w("+l)-1.
The generalization of Hochschild cohomology to ^2-g r aded algebras can be found, for instance
in [9] and the corresponding coboundary operator Ii mapping C to C + 1 and satisfying b2 = 0
is defined as follows:

, ap+l ) = £ (
(3-1)



with

fp+l = K , + 1)xf:«Ta. (3.2)
I=O i-l)

The space of Hochschild cocycles and cobotindaries will be denoted by Zp and Bp with coho-
mology W = Z"//?". o h ° -

We want to show that, in the case of Grassmann algebras, Hochschild cocycles are in one
to one correspondence with p-currents. VVe choose therefore ' o n e

^ ^ • ^ V i V - V ^ (3'3) (3.3,
where $>'>-''•' £ Cr(N) is a symmetric tensor (remember that V is symmetric). The corre-
sponding Hochschild cochain 4> is defined by 'orre-

(3.4)

w i t h

I It is a simple exercise to show that />4> = 0, hence 4> is a Hochschild cocycle: $ € Zp.
Conversely, let 4> an arbitrary p-Hochschild cocycle. It has, a priori, no reason to be

symmetric. We have to symmetrize it and define a p current as: °

Starting with some IIochschild cochain ^ , one can show that if $ = M , then the current
4> corresponding to this Hochschild coboiindary 4> is zero. Indeed, using the definition of
b and, after the symmetrization process described in eq. (3.5), all the terms vanish pair-
wise. This implies that we can identify the space of Grassmannian currents (elements of ' Pa i r"
(AT) with Hochschild cohomology //". As a consequence, dim(Hp) = 2NCp

N+p_v Notice onts of
that identification of De Rham currents with Hochschild cocycles seems to be a quite general ' o t l c e

property, since it also holds in the classical case of manifolds [l] (with the difference, of course, * nerai
that the dimensionality of Hp grows with p in the Grassmanian case whereas it is zero as soon ourse,
as p exceeds the dimension of the manifold in the classical -commutative- case). We do not h s o o n

study here the structure of general supermanifolds -Grassmann algebra being the simplest * ° n o

example- but we conjecture that, modulo an appropriate definition of currents generalizing '"JPf5

the one given previously, the same result, should hold. rt lzin*>
Notice that a Grassmann algebra is both ^-graded and Z2-gTa.de.i\; our previous con-

struction of the correspondance between currents and Hochschild cocycles uses implicitely the b co"~
underlying 2£-grading. Indeed, it uses the Berezin integral, but the value of this integral will ° ^ ®
change if we make a change of chart with coefficients in 0GV(Af) rather than in C. Such a a W1

change a chart would preserve the ^2-grading but modify the 2?-grading.
Finally, let us remark that it may help the reader to think of Gr(N) as the fermionic Fock

space built over a fermionic system with N levels (i.e. a complex vector space of dimension N) '
' ion N)



and of Horhschild p-cocycles as bosonic transitions associating a number to (p+ 1) elements of
, 32) the fermionic Fock space (transitions are of bosonic type because of the symmetry properties

of the cocycles).
oho-

3.2 Cyclic cohomology (results)
i one

The cyclicity operator A, in the ,Zi^-graded case, is defined by

" ) r r e -

[ l , « i , . . • ,<ip) = (-l)p(-iy-t>(aP,<><> «P-I) (3.6)
(3.3)

where

(3-7)

and $ is a cyclic cochain iff <I>oA = $. Tlie cyclic complex [1] is a subcomplex of Hochschild
complex. In other words, cyclic cochains of degree p on the Grassmann algebra are represented

(3.4) by (p + l)-linear forms on Gr(N) -i.e. Hochschild cochains - which are cyclic; their space
will be denoted Cx. A cyclic cochain is therefore characterized by the value that it takes
on [p + 1) basis elements chosen among the 2N that span Cr(N). Cyclic, invariance shows
therefore that dim Cl = 2N{p+l)/(p + 1 ). Again this vector space is graded Cp

x = °CP
X 81Cx and

dim 0Cx = dim. 1Cx = 2N(p+1)~I/(;) + I)- The space of cyclic cocycles and coboundaries will
, be denoted by Zp

x and Bp
x with cohoniology ll\ = Zp/Br

x. In the case of manifolds, it can be
shown [1] that Hx = her dk * Hp^ * //p^4 + • • •, where / /£ f l flenotes the homology of De
Rham currents (or of differential forms, at. the dual level). When De Rham (co)homology is

rj 5) trivial one just gets //J = AVr c)p where c);, is the boundary operator acting on currents. This
result suggests, by analogy with the classical case, that one should find something similar in
the Grassmanian case, i.e. we expect //J to be essentially given by Kerdp, where dp is the
boundary operator acting on (ira.ssnianian currents, as defined in section 3. By "essentially",
we mean precisely the followinc:

.i pair-
mts of Irx(Gr(N)) = AYr dp * //£(«•) (3.8)
Notice

• where H\(€) is equal to (T if;» is even and 0 if/» is odd. This is what we show in the following.
More precisely, we obtain the following results:ourse,

s soon
( |o j • Closed currents can be expressed as symmetric multilinear forms on Gr(N) which are of
m j e s t vanishing graded divergence (i.e. cty> = 0).
alizing

• By direct counting, the space of such currents of degree p is a graded vector space
i:s c o n - AYrOp = V(N) = 0V(N) ^1V(N) (3.9)
oly the
ral will of dimensions dim 0V(N) = 2N-1^ - (-1)" and dim 1V(N) = 2N~i~fp

v with
.Such a

p + 1

I p - 2^
Fock i=i

(3-10)



• To any closed current, one can associate a cyclic cocycle.

• When p is even, there will be a (unique, up to scalar multiple) canonical cyclic cocycle
of degree p that we shall call r. This cocycle cannot be expressed in terms of closed currents.

• To any cyclic cocycle which has no component along r one can associate a closed current.
An explicit basis of H% can therefore be found by using the previous results along with

Berezin integration. The cyclic cohomology groups are therefore Hl(Gr(N)) = H*(C)(BVP(N)
where //£(€) dei.otes the cyclic cohomology of complex numbers (it is known that H%'(C) = C
and Hl'+l(€) = 0) and where V(N) is the graded vector space introduced previously. The
dimensionality of H^(Gr(N)) has been calculated in the literature by using Kiinneth-like
formulae [5]. The novel feature here is the relation of cyclic cocycles to Grassmanian currents
and their explicit expression in terms of GV (TV)-valued symmetric multilinear forms with
vanishing graded divergence; as a by-product, we. recover the known result concerning the
dimension of H^(Gr(N)).

Notice that the dimensionality of the space of non-trivial cyclic cocycles is given (up to a
global factor 2N and up to 1 when p i.s even) by the alternated partial sums along NW-SE
diagonals of the Pascal triangle.

3.3 Closed currents, divergence-free Grassmann- valued contravari-
ant symmetric tensors and cyclic cocycles

We already showed that a closed current of degree p (or a closed p-vectors) can be written
in terms of a divergence-free differential operator of degree p, i.e. in terms of a Grassmann
valued contravariant symmetric tensor ^"'^-ni- satisfying ^JLi dj^"i^'"lir — 0. It remains to
show that it defines a cyclic cocycle <&. We already know (becausp it is a current) that it defines
a Hochschild cocycle. The only thing to check is that it is cyclic. The following sequence of
equalities establishes the claimed property.

)«• J<
J <$

= [A*](«i0, « „ . . . , op] (3.11)

Where the symbol (p has the same meaning as before. In the above calculation, we use, in
turn the following properties

1. The fact that a current Q defines a Ilochschild cocycle $.
2. (Graded) Commutation of the element i)llv(ip with the other elements.
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3. Integration by part (with a " + " sign) and the fact that é is closed, i.e. d<f> = 0.
4. Relabelling of indices.
5. The fact that ^-1^r is symmetric.
6. Definition of the cyclicity operator A.

Notice that the Hochschild property /»4> = 0 is translated in the fact that 4> can be written
as a current <j>, whereas the cyclicity property A$ = $ imposes that this current is closed
d(j> = 0. Actually, it is exactly the same thing in the classical case of commutative calculus.

Notice also that we did not prove that nil cyclic cocycles (or cyclic cohomology classes) can
be expressed in terms of non-zero closed currents; indeed it is possible to exhibit a non-trivial
cyclic cocycle which is trivial as a Hochschild cocycle (i.e. is a Hochschild coboundary). In
such a case the corresponding current is zero. This case actually happens only when p is even
and the situation is easy to control since there is only one such cyclic cohomology class that
we shall call r.

3.4 The hierarchy of cocycles r

Let 0 = {0"},,6{i M he a chart in Gr(N) and {0;}/e(0 2"\ denote the corresponding
lexicographic basis. We will denote by </ the dual basis of Gr(N)", i.e. ti(0J) = Sj. Clearly
the direct product (Gr(N))*p is spanned by (/,,/, /,,, where

In section 3 we already called r = tu the fundamental character of Gr(N), i.e. r assigus to
each element of the Gra.s.smaii algebra its "scalar" part. We keep the same notation for

T — u o (3.13)

;,From its definition, we see that, considered as a multilinear form on Gr(N), T vanishes on
homogeneous elements unless all elements a, are Q'-numbers. In this case, r(flOi"i>- • • iflp) is

just equal to the product. «o"i • • • <V From a direct computation, it is clear that br = 0 if and
only if p is even. For example

= 0 (3.14)

When p is even, r is therefore a Hochscliild cocycle, moreover, r is also clearly cyclic. It is
the b of something (Hochschild cochain) but. this Hochschild cochain is not cyclic. Therefore,
T is a non trivial cyclic cocycle. However, if we try to associate a current to r, we discover
that the corresponding current is strictly zero. What we just computed is nothing else than
the cyclic, cohomology of complex numbers: it is trivial when p is odd and one- dimensional
when p is even. What happens, as illustrated above, is that this hierarchy of cocycles is also
part of the cyclic cohomology of Grassmann algebras. For us, this is the uninteresting part
and we shall single it out in the sequel.

10



3.5 The dimension of the space of closed currents of degree p on
Gr(JV)

For big values of N and ;), the list of algebraic constraints imposed by the equations 6$ = 0
and A$ = $ becomes rather large (2'V(p+I ' + 2Np equations) and a direct attempt of solving
these equations would become a formidable task! Fortunately, the fact that we were able to
recast these constraints in terms of divergence equations for symmetric tensors will help us.
We already gave the general formulae for (HmV(N) in section 3.2 -with V(N) = Kerdp.
We now indicate two different proofs of those results.

First method

The first method rests on an elementary induction proof and on the observation that
there exists a vector space isomorphism between Hp - that we identify here with the space of
Gr(N)- valued symmetric tensors of order;) - and the vector space V(Af)(B V71"^/V). Indeed,
let ci''1'•'''' a totally symmetric tensor. There are two possibilities: Either C 1̂ ̂ ' " ^ = 0
or O111(J)'"-"'' = i/'''2'"'1 4- 0- I" t»e n r s l c a s e - w e n a v e <t> € V[N). In the eecond case,
0WV'"2-"'' = -#,, I<W""""" = 0 since V112O111 = -O111D112 and ^ " " " - T = {,"""-"r. Thus
xi> € Vv~l. Therefore, we have constructed a linear map from Hv onto V~'' with kernel
Vv. This establishes the existence of the above vector space isomorphism. Consequently
dim Hp — dim V + dim Vp~'. The induction goes as follows: When p = 0, the space H° is
just the dual of Gr(N) - the conditions />4> = 0 and A$ = $ are trivially satisfied- (actually
C0 = Z0 = Cl = 111 = (''-(N)".) The dual is, as Gr(N) itself, of dimension 2N, and therefore
dim V0 = 2N — 1 (since we single out. the character r). We already know the dimension of
//P, namely 2W Cp

N+p_v Therefore

dim Vp = 2N {CN+p_} - Cp
N-+\_, + ... + (-Ir1C)1) - (-ir'(2N - 1)

= 2" {<^+ p_, - Cfcp_.2 + C N - ^ 3 -... + ( - 0 ' C ^ 1 ) - (-1)"
= 2N^-(-\)» (3.15)

with 7^ = £?=! (""U''~''f'w+pl, • Symmetric tensors valued in Grassmann algebras are them-
selves even or odd and we write, as in section 3.2, V(N) = 0V(N) © 1V(N) of dimensions
ep = dim 0V(N) = ' i " " ^ - (-1)? and op = rf/m 1V(AT) = 2N-17p

v. A simple exercise of
manipulation of formal series shows that

The ^2-graded Poincaré polynomial encodes the dimension of VP(N) and is defined as P(t) =
e(t.) + ( o(t) where i is only a formal symbol. This result was already obtained in [5] using
Kiinneth-like form.ilae, with no reference to currents in Grassmann algebras. Notice that the

11



on dimension of the space of cyclic cocycles itself differs from ep and op by a trivial additive
constant (the number 1) depending upon the parity of p. Indeed H\ = °//J © 1TZJ with
dim °H\ = op in all cases but dim 0H^ = ep when p is odd and dim °//J = ep + 1 when p is
even.

rrdp.

Second method

The other method amounts to compute directly the dimension of the space of those sym-
metric tensors that satisfy the constraint d<j> — 0. This is a rather tedious work but it is
interesting because it is quite explicit and can be used to exhibit a basis of cocycles. We start
from ft"-"*(Q1 ...0") such that

N

£>,„<*'""*•"'• = 0 , (3.17)

We then develop d> as follows

, /(I -..tip i t\\ /\N \ ,-, - . . 0 ^ 9 1 O * . . . 9 N ) (3.18)

where <££'"•££ is now real (or complex) but totally symmetric in //'s and totally antisymmetric
in i/'s. The equations to be solved road Vm Ç 0 . 1 , . . . (Af — 1), V/ii < V\ < Vi < ... <
"m, V/t2,//3, . . . , / / p .

j...f,n,,,i/, = 0 (3.19)

Notice that for a fix m there are f'/v+I('Jv+p-2 e</"ations but they are not indepen-
dent. A rather laborious analysis shows that, for each value oi 0 < m < N — 1 there are
Ej=i(— l)J+1C7tf+J Ov"+p-.j—i independent equations. This number is equal (cf appendix B) to

è (3-20)

The dimension of the space of symmetric tensors is already known to be equal to 2N

The dimension of V(N) is therefore equal to

(3.21 )

The sum appearing on the right hand side can be written also as (cf appendix B)

(3-22)

The fact that the quantity dimVp(N) is equal to the value given previously (first method)
relies on a curious identity (proved in appendix B) between binomial coefficients, namely

( - i , I C N+p_j - - (-1) (3.23)
m = 0

12



3.6 The case p = 1
The case p — 1 is of particular interest. Indeed, those cocycles can be used to construct

several inequivalent cyclic cocycles on the super-circle Cœ(Sl) ® Gr(JV) and this, in turns,
allows one to construct many ineqiiivalent central extensions of graded loop algebras (i.e.
.'.rper Kac-Moody algebras)[3]. Even, in this simple case p = 1, the total number of

•ndependent cyclic one-cocycles grows rapidly with JV. Previous formulae give dim °H\ =
A' ~ 1)2N-' + 1 and dim lH\ = (JV - 1)2*-'. Altogether d = dim H{ = (N- 1)2" + 1. In

the cases JV = 1,2,3, for instance, one gets d = 1, d = 3 + 2e ss 5 and d = 9 + St « 17. For
example, in the case N=2, p=l , the most general current of degree 1 reads <j> = ^1S1 + <f>2d2.
Taking into account cyclic symmetry does not bring anything new in this simple case. Let us
write <p = </>(, + W1 + V2O

2 + 4>\20*02. Then & = 4>l - 4>\0l - <j>20
2 + 4>\20

l92. The condition
d<j> = 0 reads

dxè
ljrd2é

2 = 0
j.1 i j.1 /i2 Jl J.2 /il n

— 0 \ "T C?,i" ~- 0i — 0->i" ^- U

Therefore closed currents are such ( hat <j>\ + <f>2 = 0, <f>\2 = 0 and <j>2
2 = 0. These three algebraic

relations are independent, so we have 8 — 3 = 5 independent cocycles (closed currents). The
most general one reads

4> = \.r + i/fl1 + zO2)ih + [x' + tO1 - VO2Id2 (3.24)

Let us take, for instance, <f> = O1C)1 -O
2H2. Let a, h € (7r(2), with a = «,, + a,^1 +fla^2 + 0^^1^2

(and a similar notation for b). The bilinear form on Cr(2) corresponding to $ is $(a, b) =
((j> , af/6) but db = (/>, + by20

2)<Wl + (h2 - bV20
l)(IO

2 so that *(«,/>) = fl]62 + a2bv Considering
cyclic cocycles as bilinear forms on Gr(2) and using the notation introduced in eq. (3.12), one
can write a basis of this space as follows.

(3.25)

For instance, $ = ti,2 + t2,i evaluated on «,ft € 6V(2), gives $(«, b) = «,62 + «26i as we already
know. We refer to the article [3j for more details concerning the case p = 1. Since the main
subject of the present article is the study of the case p > 1, we wish now to illustrate the
previous techniques by studying an example with p — 2, JV = 2.

even cocycles
«j.i

<2,2

'1.2 +<2.1

ofld cocycles
fcl,!2 ~ f 12,1
e2.12 ~ ( 12,2

1. In
7 For

O2O2.
'.et us
(iition

cbraic
< The

3.24)

a.b) =
idering
-i . one

3.25)

: ready
? main
ue the



3.7 An explicit example: N=2, p=2
^truct An arbitrary current of degree 2 on Gr(2) reads <j> = ^11S, V a, + <£12d, V d2 + 4>2ld2 V O1

urns, ^d2 V d2. We recall this operator is symmetric, i.e. <j>u = 4>2t.
; (i.e. Taking into account the symmetry, we see that

l
l . in 022 = 4>f + tfo1 + <t>fo2 + 4>\\oxo2

• F o r <*12 = <A21 = o j 2 + tfO1 + <t>2
202 + 4>\2

20
l02 (3.26)

ù2d2.
<.et us Then,
<lltion ^n W ^ 1 O 1

én = 0n = «>i2 - o\20l - tfO2 + ô\]0l02 (3.27)

The cond it iou dcj> — 0 read

= - * | 2 + c j .^ 2 - ^ 2 - 6f2O
l = 0 (3.28)

•j 24) So we get the constraints

0.02 0," = -<??• 0)1 = <?!' = 0
« 1 6 ) = 0 ? = - ^ . Ojf5 = 0ÎS = 0 (3.29)

! * Notice that we get twice the constraint ^J2 = 0. A general closed current will therefore depend
on the 7 independent parameters ^ \ Q\*, $\l, Q2?, <i>22, <P2

l,(j>l?. The most general cyclic cocycle
of order 2 on Gr(2) reads tlierefore

2) )
3.25) {

= ("I)'7'1' y (W,' + ̂ l^1 + 0!1C2W

:ready
o main
ite the

+ k T(ao,ai,d2) (3.30)

where T is the canonical cocycle described in section 3.4 and k is an arbitrary constant. AH
these cocycles are non-trivial, (as cyclic cocycles, i.e. are not cyclic coboundaries since - with
the exception of r - they can be written as currents) and are inequivalent. By evaluating
those Berezin integrals on the elements of a basis (O)' = 1,0\02,012 of Gr(2) we can rephrase
the above results by saying that H2 = <T4 * <!;4 is generated by four even generators and
four odd generators that, when expressed as (independent) multilinear forms, with a notation
introduced in (3.12), read
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even cocycles

T = «0,0,0

«1,1,12 + «12.1,1 — «1,12,1

«2.2,12 + «12.2,2 ~ «2.12,2

«1,2.12 + «12,1.2 + «2,1,12 + «12.2.1 "" «1.12,2 ~~ «2,12,1

odd cocycles

«1,1,1

«2,2,2

«1,1,2 + «1,2,1 + «2.1,1

«2,2,1 + «2,1.2 + «1,2.2

(3.31)

For instance, the second of the above even cocycles is a tri-!inear form over Gr(2) which, when
evaluated on a triple (o,/>, r) gives «i6i<"i2 + «i2''iri — «i''i2cii w | th a = OQ+OIO1 +a20

2+OX2O
1O2,

and similar decompositions for h and c.
The above construction using closed currents gives automatically non-trivial cyclic cocy-

cles. This is an important remark. Indeed, if we had tried to solve directly ([4]) the algebraic
equations M> = 0 and A4> = A in this case, we would have found that the space of cocycles
is actually Z\ — (J'5 t+> <Tl> and is generated therefore by three more multilinear forms that
cannot be written as currents. Then, one would have had to show that these objects generate
the vector space of cyclic coboundaries, B\ — 0' * fl'2 so that H\ = C2 (B C4 as it should.
Explicitly, one finds that coboundaries are generated by

«0.0.1 + f 0.1,0 + «1,0,0 — "(«0.1 ~ «l.o) —

«0.0.2 + «0.2.0 + «2,0,0 — ''(«0,2 ~" «2.o) =

«0,(1,12 + «0.12,0 + '12,0,0 = "(«0.12 "~ «12,o) = (-'V)

(3.32)

(f 12)

The meaning of the S operator in the above expression is explained in appendix A.

Appendix

A The action of operators S and B in the Grassman-
nian case

Several operators called />, A, A, B0-, B, S belong to the zoo of non-commutative differential
geometry. The first, the Hochschild eobounclary operator b was already known before [I]. The
others have been invented by [1] to replace and generalize the usual constructions of usual
commutative geometry, when the algebra under study is no longer commutative. The case of
Grassmann algebra is rather simple and we have been able to study its differential properties
without having to introduce the operators A, Bu, B and S. However, we feel instructive to see
what is the meaning of those operators in the present context. The cyclicity operator A was
used in the text. A= 1 + A +A2 .. . + A^ is the cyclic antisymmetrizer; acting on a cyclic object
-in our case a closed current on Grassniann algebra- it does essentially nothing here, besides
multiplying by a trivial numerical factor. The operator Bo is called the non-symmetrized
boundary operator, it maps C+2 to C+1 and is defined by

(A.I)
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s it should.

(3.32)

The B operator is the symmetrized boundary operator; it also maps C+2 to C+1 and is
defined by B = A B0. The main interest of B, in general, comes from the fact that B2 = 0
and Bb+ Bb = 0. Morally, B should be considered - up to a trivial numerical factor- as the
non-commutative generalization of the De Rham ^-operator on forms, or better, since we are
dealing with co-chains, as the non-commutative generalization of the De Rham 9-operator
acting on currents. This is known to be true in the classical case of commutative geometry,
and is clearly valid also in the Grassmaniann context, since, if we consider a closed Hochschild
corhain Q, hence representable as a current <j>, we see that [BQ](O0,... ,ap) is proportional
to ((j>,dao V dai V . . . V <lap) and is therefore associated with the current d<j>. In other words,
if we had not worked out by hand the definition of the boundary operator d we could have
used B to define it. This explain also why we did not have to introduce B explicitly before;
notice however that action of B is defined on all Hochschild cochains (all multilinear forms
on Gr(N)) and not only on those that are represent able as non-zero currents (the non-trivial
Hochschild cocycles). The operator S, in our case, brings something new. It is called the
C'onnes' stabilization operator, it maps C'p to Cp+2 and is defined as follows

P+l f

J=2 I.
(A.2)
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(A.I)

For any associative algebra, one shows [1] that S maps cyclic cochains, coboundaries and
cocycles of order ;> to cyclic cochains, coboundaries and cocycles of order p+2 and, in particular
H* to IJ^+ . Also it maps cyclic cochaiiis to Hoclischild coboundaries. In particular, if Q (E Z\,
i.e. />* = 0 and \Q = $ then 5 * € Zp

x
+2 i.e. /,S1* = 0 and AS* = SQ but also 5 $ € Bp+2

i.e. 31I* € C + 1 with SQ = M*. Notice that then' is no contradiction because <P is not cyclic
in general; in other words, if $ is a cyclic eoeycle SQ is always a cyclic cocycle, it may be
trivial or not as a cyclic cocycle (as the b of something cyclic) but it is always trivial as a
Hochschild cocycle (it is always the b of something). When translated in the particular case
of Grassmann algebras, these notions read as follows.

The first observation is that the hierarchy of operators r can be obtained from the first
T = C0 by applying powers of S:

U>...o = -,S"tu (A.3)

Then, if $ is a non trivial cyclic roryde of order p on Gr[N), and if we assume that it has
no component along r, it can be considered as a closed current. SQ is a priori a cyclic cocycle
of order p+2 but is is also a Hochshild coboiindary and the associated current is zero. However,
since SQ has no component along T and since we have already obtained all the cyclic cocycles
of order p + 2, this implies that SQ, is not only a Ilochschild coboundary but also a cyclic
coboundary. In other words, as far as cyclic cohomology is concerned, and with the exception
of T itself, the hierarchy of cocycles SPQ is trivial: we do not get new non-trivial cocycles
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in this way. These remarks explain the (generic) features of the example detailed in section
3.7. To be complete we should mention that the (inductive) limit of Sp(H>i(Gr(N)) when - °"
p —» oo is called "periodic cyclic cohomology". The previous analysis shows that, although n

H^(Gr(N)) is, by no means, trivial, H^r(Gr(N)) reduces to cyclic cohomology of complex *
numbers. ^1'*

B Some combinatorial identities (

We start by proving the equality

N-I P-I
C'p+m-lC N+p-1 - ('I + J Z*,{~> Z L'N+p-1 (al>

m=!) m=0 ' )

Starting with the l.h.s. of eq. (B.I) , one can rewrite it as

fA'+p

= E
V. J =

+ p < l

5 ^- "+'H» 5

>- m=U J ( = o

v | ( | ) - l ) !£ i '"'(l+l)^1 (N + r

the last equality being just, the r.h.s. of eq. (B.I).

Now, we prove the following identity between binomial coefficients:

\ I) - <.-/V+p-l — l_^\ ») v - y V + m _ ,

m=O m=0

We first show that

and

are equal. Indeed, they obey the same recursion relation, namely

S(N,p) = (.T + y)S(N,p -[) + Cp
N+p_,x"
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011 This can be proved easily by using the addition theorem for binomial coefficients. Moreover,
"n S(N, 1 ) = S'(N, 1 ) and S(N,0) = S'(N,0). Therefore

:<-x S(N,p) = S1IN1 p) ViV, p (B.3)

Notice that it can be useful to extend this equality for negative values of p and N by ex-
tending the Pascal's triangle upward (i.e. imposing the addition theorem for the C~'). By
differentiating this equality enough times with respect to y, it can also be seen that the above
is a remote consequence of the (Pfaff) reflection property (relating arguments z and -~) of
the Gauss hypergeometric function.

1) Setting now x = — 1 and y — 2 in eq. (B.3), we obtain the equality that we were looking
for. It does not seem to be possible to give a simple closed form formula for the above sums,
at least with the previous choice for .j- and //. It may be interesting to notice that a nice close
formula exists when .r = y — 1 and this is worked out in [10].

We finish with the proof of the equality (3.20). The demonstration is quite similar to the
previous one. We define

(we have drop the dependence in N because it plays no role here). These two binomial
coefficient polynomials obey to the same recursion relation, namely

5*0.+ l,»i) = CS+1CfK^1 - Sk(i,,v, + 1) k= 1,2 (B.6)

_o Moreover, it is easy to compute that. Si1(I,m) = C'v+1, with k = 1,2, Vm, so that

f>\{p,m) = Si(p,jn), V»», p. (B.7)

H.2)
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